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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Islet Amyloid Polypeptide (IAPP) is co-synthesised
and co-secreted with insulin by islets of pancreatic β-cells, its
increased concentration in individuals with Type 2 Diabetes
Mellitus (T2DM), may involve in inflammatory processes.
Aim: To study and find the association of IAPP with inflammatory
markers including high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP),
Tumour Necrosis Factor (TNF)-a and Interleukin (IL)-6 in patients
with T2DM.
Materials and Methods: This was a cross-sectional study,
conducted from, December 2015 to December 2019, on 262
subjects (30-60 years, 147 males and 115 females), including
131 healthy controls and 131 known cases of T2DM, Fasting
blood glucose and glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) was
estimated by commercially available kit, and serum fasting
insulin, IAPP, hsCRP, TNF-α, and IL-6 were analysed by ELISA.
Insulin Resistance (IR) and insulin sensitivity were calculated.
Statistical analysis was done with Statistical Package Social
Sciences (SPSS) version 24. The descriptive statistics were

expressed as Mean±SD, Student t-test was applied, and p≤0.05
was considered as statistically significant and highly significant
at ≤0.01 at 95% CI. The relationship between IAPP and other
variables were done by using Spearman Rank correlation (r).
Results: Circulatory level of IAPP was positively associated
with serum hsCRP (r=0.312, p≤0.05) in T2DM. The elevated
levels of IAPP (21.3±10.54 pmol/L), insulin (11.74±3.91 μU/mL),
Homeostatic Model Assessment for Insulin Resistance (HOMAIR) (5.11±2.01) and inflammatory markers including hsCRP
(3.44±1.77 mg/L), TNF-α (29.5±4.7 pg/mL) and IL-6 (20.2±5.2 pg/
mL) p≤0.05 with poor glycaemic control (HbA1c 8.78±2.30%,
p<0.001), and reduced insulin sensitivity {Quantitative Insulin
Sensitivity Check Index (QUICKI) 0.31±0.02, p≤0.05} were
compared with healthy control; indicates that hyperamylinemia
may induce inflammation in individuals with T2DM.
Conclusion: Elevated degree of IAPP can be an important
predictor and indicator of inflammatory processes and IR in
uncontrolled diabetes.
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INTRODUCTION
Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is recurrent metabolic disease [1], contribute
to secondary pathological changes in vital organ systems and
enormously raised burden on all diabetics and on health care
system [2]. Global prevalence of diabetes was estimated 451 million
by 2017, and it was expected to increase to 693 million by 2045 [3].
This elevated prevalence is observed in the developing countries
like India [1]. It was estimated that diabetes will increase from
69.2 million (56.2-84.8 million) in 2015 to 123.5 million (99.1150.3 million) by 2040 [2]. In 2017, diabetes-related expenses
increased to US $ 850 billion worldwide, with nearly 5 million deaths
attributed to diabetes [3].
Three primary factors are liable for advancement of T2DM: the firstdiabetogenic factor is IR, considered as characteristic features of
T2DM; where the observed effect of insulin is lower than anticipated.
This condition is due to significant defect in the uptake of glucose
induced by insulin, especially in glycogenesis, and a decreased
degree of oxidation of glucose [4]. Insulin promotes energy utilisation
and storage in addition to operation of other signalling pathways.
Under the influence of an IR state, the body “starves in the midst
of plenty”. With constant output of insulin, little or no utilisation,
consequently, body get overwhelmed with insulin and glucose
imbalance (hyperinsulinemia and hyperglycaemia, respectively) in
presence of excess fatty acids. IR has emerged as key metabolic
defect, leading to cluster of metabolic disorders like hyperglycaemia,
hypertension, dyslipidemia, and obesity [5].
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The second aspect leading to diabetes is environmental factors i.e.,
sedentary lifestyle, responsible for overweight/obesity. Central obesity
associated IR is linked with a higher rate of cardiovascular disease
than diabetic patients with normal weight (<18.5 to 24.9 kg/m2 BMI)
[4]. The third diabetogenic factor is amyloidosis by IAPP also named
as amylin, a 37 amino acid, release with insulin by pancreatic ß-cells
in response to sugars, free unsaturated fats, and food intake [4].
Accumulating evidences, primarily from cellular and animal studies,
proposed that IAPP plays significant role in controlling food intake,
insulin action and energy homeostasis, as well as carbohydrate and
lipid metabolisms at normal physiological limit. Further, numerous
human studies have indicated cytotoxic consequences to vital
organs, including the pancreas, heart, kidneys and brain [6]. The
possible mechanism of amylin amyloid cytotoxicity include, elevated
circulatory level of IAPP/amylin (hyperamylinemia), which may leads
to accumulation [7], and causes conversion of soluble monomeric
form into toxic non soluble oligomers and eventually fibrils [8]. These
fibrils can form toxic nanoparticles, that has harmful effect on vital
organs [9], therefore IAPP is considered as “amyloidogenic peptide”,
and involved in development of T2DM [8].
The toxic amylin amyloid may thus play role in ß-cell dysfunction and
ß cell death by activating pro-inflammatory reactions and inducing
local islet inflammation [10]. An inflammatory toxicity may link to
elevated redox stress, along with inflammatory biomarkers (including
TNF-α, hsCRP, and IL-6), IR, metabolic syndrome, and early as well
as late phase of T2DM [11]. TNF-alpha is an inflammatory cytokine
that has been portrayed to assume an act in ß-cell demise and may
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likewise add to T2DM initiation. There are various examinations on
the immediate impact of TNF-alpha, which forestalls insulin secretion
[12]. Asian Indian phenotype including elevated IR and hsCRP are
more vulnerable to progression of diabetes [13].
Liver-synthesised pentameric globular protein-hs-CRP, a non
specific, acute stage reactant that acts as an effective long-term
evaluation, so low-grade systemic inflammation can be used to
predict the initiation of T2DM and Cardiovascular Diseases(CVDs)
[14]. IL-6 is an inflammatory pleiotropic cytokine that is implicated
in natural immune system processes, hematopoiesis, cardiovascular
and other metabolic disease pathogenesis, facilitates inflammation
under multiple pathological conditions [15]. The evidences are
alarming, about the relationship between IAPP, inflammatory status
and metabolic diseases like T2DM. Therefore, we focus on IAPP, a
third diabetogenic factor. Present study was conducted to find the
relationship between serum IAPP and inflammatory biomarkers
including serum hs-CRP, TNF-α and IL-6 in Type 2 diabetic subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present cross-sectional study was carried out from December
2015 to December 2019 in Biochemistry Department, and Outpatient
Department (OPD) of General Medicine and Diabetology, Mahatma
Gandhi Mission Medical College and Hospital, Navi Mumbai,
Maharashtra, India. Ethical approval was obtained from the Institutional
Ethics Committee (IEC registration number- MGMIHS/RS/2015-16).
Sample size calculation: Based on previous study, the T2DM
prevalence was 9.3% in Mumbai [16]. The sample size for present
study was calculated as follows, using formula, N=Z2. P(1-P)/
d2. Hence, minimum sample size required=130.54 (n=131) for
T2DM and considered 1:1 ratio for healthy controls to study
group (n=131).
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Chemux Bioscience, Cal-biotech, and Krishgen Bio-Systems resp.).
IR was calculated by using homeostatic model (HOMA-IR), the formula
is {HOMA-IR=Fasting insulin µIU/mL* fasting glucose (mmol/L)/22.5},
and insulin sensitivity (quantitative insulin check index) was calculated
by using formula, QUICKI=1/(log (fasting insulin µU/mL) +log (fasting
glucose mg/dL) [18].

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The analysis of data was carried out by using SPSS version 24.0. The
relationship between IAPP and other variables were done by using
Spearman Rank correlation (r). Descriptive Statistics expressed as
Mean±Standard Deviation (SD), Student t-test was applied, and
p≤0.05 was considered as statistical significant level and p≤0.01 for
highly significant difference between the variables at 95% Confident
Interval (CI).

RESULTS
The average age of healthy subjects was 52.05±6.51 years and a
type 2 diabetic subject was 53.3±6.75 years. [Table/Fig-1] shows age
and gender wise distribution of healthy control and T2DM subjects,
involved more number of males (n=147, 56%) than females (n=115,
44%) with maximum number of males from the age group of 5160 years (n=68, 25.9%), followed by 41-50 years (n=42, 16%) and
least in 30-40 years group (n=37, 14.1%). When compared, mean
value of age among males and females from control and T2DM
group, we could not found significant difference, whereas for gender
results were mentioned as number of subjects in percent value.

Inclusion criteria: Total 262 subjects, aged 30 to 60 years,who
attended the OPD during study time period were included in the
study after taking the written informed consent. The 131 Diabetic
patients among these subjects, diagnosed and confirmed as
per World Health Organisation (WHO) and American Diabetes
Association (ADA) criteria (HbA1c >6.5%) [17], formed the diabetic
group while other 131 healthy subjects formed the control group.
Exclusion criteria: Patients with age <30 and >60 years, chronic
renal disease,liver diseases, malignancy, metabolic bone disorders,
and other inflammatory disorders were excluded from the study.
During history taking, the confounding factors like obesity, fever,
dyslipidemia, fibroid disorders, atherosclerosis, arthritis, chronic
illnesses and personal habits-like chronic smoking and alcoholics
were taken into account for analysis of circulatory level of IAPP and
to find its relationship with inflammatory markers in subjects with
T2DM were ruled out and excluded.

Sample Collection
All participants were asked for 10 hours overnight fasting and on
next day morning 08-10 mL of blood sample were collected under
aseptic conditions by using Becton Dickinson(BD) vacutainer system.
Of which 2.5 mL of blood sample was collected for fasting plasma
glucose estimation in a fluoride bulb and it was analysed by glucose
oxidase-peroxidase method on Beckman Coulter AU480 autoanalyser
(Beckman Coulter, catalogue number: glucose-OSR6621), and for
glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c) 2.5 mL blood was collected in
Ethylene Diamine Tetra-acetic Acid vacutainer and analysed by
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) technique. A
five mL of whole blood samples was collected in a plain bulb, after
30 minutes of collection; serum was separated out by centrifugation
for five minutes at 3000 rpm. Serum samples were used to estimate
the levels of IAPP, insulin, hsCRP, TNF-α, and IL-6 by using 96 well
Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA kits) according to
manufacturer’s instructions and read spectrophotometrically (RayBio,
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[Table/Fig-1]: Age and sex wise distribution of study population.

[Table/Fig-2] shows comparison of BMI and diabetic profile, the
levels of Blood Sugar Fasting (BSL-F), and glycosylated haemoglobin
(HbA1c) are significantly elevated (p≤0.001), and Body Mass Index
(BMI), fasting insulin, IR (HOMA-IR) level significantly raised with
p≤0.05, whereas insulin sensitivity (QUICKI) significantly decreased
(p≤0.05) in T2DM as compared to healthy control.
Variables

Control

T2DM

p-value

BMI (kg/m2)

21.2±1.65

26.02±2.44

≤0.05*

BSL-F (mg/dL)

82.9±8.21

175.73±35.3

≤0.01**

HbA1c (%)

4.6±0.49

8.78±2.30

≤0.01**

Insulin (µU/mL)

6.8±2.13

11.74±3.9

≤0.05*

HOMA-IR

1.71±0.71

5.11±2.01

≤0.05*

QUICKI

0.4±0.02

0.31±0.02

≤0.05*

[Table/Fig-2]: Comparison of BMI and diabetic profile in healthy control and T2DM
group.
Notes: *p≤0.05 (significant) and **p≤0.01 (highly significant); T2DM: Type 2 diabetes mellitus; BMI: Body
mass index; BSL-F: Blood sugar levels-fasting; HbA1c: Glycated haemoglobin; QUICKI: Quantitative
insulin check index; HOMA-IR: Homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance

[Table/Fig-3] shows highly significantly increased circulatory levels
of serum IAPP and hsCRP (p≤0.01), whereas, significant increase
in TNF-α and IL-6 with p≤0.05 in T2DM as compared to healthy
control group.
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Control

T2DM

p-value

IAPP (pmol/L)

10.68±3.72

21.3±10.5

≤0.01**

hsCRP (mg/L)

0.67±0.34

3.44±1.77

≤0.01**

TNF-α (pg/mL)

11.62±5

29.5±4.7

≤0.05*

IL-6 (pg/mL)

8.0±3.13

19.2±5.2

≤0.05*

[Table/Fig-3]: Circulatory IAPP and inflammatory markers in study population.
IAPP: Islet amyloid polypeptide; hs-CRP: High-sensitivity C-reactive protein; TNF: Tumor necrosis
factor; IL-6: Interleukin factor-6; *p-values are significant; **p-values highly significant

[Table/Fig-4] shows significant positive correlation between circulatory
level of serum IAPP and inflammatory cytokine, serum hsCRP (r=0.312,
p<0.05) in individuals with T2DM.

[Table/Fig-4]: Correlation of IAPP with hsCRP in type 2 diabetes mellitus.

DISCUSSION
Type 2 diabetes mellitus is related with marginal tissue IR. IR and
abnormal hyperinsulinemia occur simultaneously with hyperamylinemia
as well as with chronic low grade inflammatory mechanism. In present
study, more number of males were involved than females particularly
from the 51-60 years [Table/Fig-1]. These findings were in agreement
with Srinivasan MP et al., they found that total n=50 males (66%) were
predominantly high compared to female (n=26, 44%) [19].
In the present study, diabetes subjects are overweight with BMI
is 26.02±2.44 i.e., >25 kg/m2 [Table/Fig-2], these finding are in
accordance with Einarson TR et al., [20]. Overweight and obesity
was highly prevalent in T2DM with higher cardiovascular risk. Studies
in existing cardiovascular risk, i.e., asthma, diabetes, dyslipidemia,
and rate of mortality is associated with total body weight/BMI [21].
The levels of diabetic profile are significantly increased in T2DM, as
HbA1c (8.78±2.30%), and fasting blood glucose levels (175.73±35.3
mg/dL, p≤0.01); also fasting serum insulin (11.74±3.9 µU/mL) with
IR (HOMA-IR: 5.11±2.01) p≤0.05. Whereas, significantly decreased
insulin sensitivity (QUICKI: 0.31±0.02) p≤0.05 as compared to
healthy control group (HbA1c: 4.6±0.49%, BSL-F: 82.9±8.21 mg/
dL, insulin: 6.8±2.13 μU/mL, HOMA-IR: 1.71±0.71 and QUICKI:
0.4±0.02) [Table/Fig-2]. The American Diabetes Association and
World Health Organisation(WHO) indicated that HbA1c is an index
of previous three months glycaemic control for diagnosing diabetes
mellitus. In systematic study and meta-analysis conducted by CaveroRedondo I et al., presented summary of evidences, poor glycaemic
control as a risk factor for mortality and cardiovascular risk [17].
QUICKI is a quantitative logarithmic translation of fasting plasma
glucose level (mg/dl) and fasting serum insulin concentration
(μU/mL), and it has better predictive potential and is an index of
insulin sensitivity. The co-synthesis and co-secretion of Insulin
with IAPP in reply to the nutritional stimuli; and hyperinsulinemia
(IR) coincides with hyperamylinemia [11]. In present study [Table/
Fig-3] significantly higher level of serum IAPP observed in diabetic
population (21.3±10.5 pmol/L) as compared to healthy control
group (10.68±3.72 pmol/L) with p≤0.01. O’Brien TD et al., showed
an increased IAPP to insulin secretory ratio in islets derived from
dexamethasone or glucose treated rats model as compared to
Journal of Clinical and Diagnostic Research. 2021 Jun, Vol-15(6): BC09-BC12

islets isolated from fed and fasted rats, and also has been shown to
elevate glucose concentration [22].
Studies showed that the amyloid plaques are a prominent risk factor
for incidence as well as progression of type II diabetes and are
present in 95% of DM cases [7,23]. Therefore, the amyloid forming
process entails a number of phases, such as the initially increased
amount of circulatory IAPP, which causes IAPP aggregation and
deposition and transforms the toxic, insoluble fibrils, more prone
to accumulate into toxic nanoparticle. This toxic form of islet
amyloid causes apoptosis and destruction of β cells, this may lead
to development of T2DM and also to islets inflammation due to
amyloid induced beta cell destruction or apoptosis. In support to
this hypothesis in present study, we observed significant positive
association between circulatory concentration of IAPP with
inflammatory cytokine, serum hsCRP (r=0.312, p<0.05) [Table/Fig-4]
in diabetic population. Increased circulatory level of IAPP induces
cytotoxicity even by small fibrils of trimers or tetramers; due to this
it can easily and massively incorporated into cell membrane and
contributes to formation of non selective pores [7].
Among inflammatory markers, we observed elevated levels of hsCRP
(3.44±1.77 mg/L), TNF-α (29.5±4.7 pg/mL) and IL-6 (19.2±5.2 pg/
mL) with increased level of IAPP (21.3±10.5 pmol/L) in diabetic
patients [Table/Fig-3] as compared to healthy control (0.67±0.34
mg/L, 11.62±5 pg/mL, 8.0±3.13 pg/mL, and 10.68±3.72 pmol/L
respectively), p≤0.01. These findings are at par with Hou X et al.,
who found strong positive association between IAPP and wellestablished risk factors of metabolic syndrome independently with
obesity, IR, and inflammatory markers including hsCRP and IL-6
[6]. The elevated inflammatory markers in T2DM are likewise in
agreement with Tangvarasittichai S et al., the most general marker for
systemic inflammation is the hsCRP, demonstrates that inflammatory
reactions responsible for pathogenesis of T2DM, and this provocative
inflammatory status deteriorates in uncontrolled diabetes [24].
The pro-inflammatory cytokine- IL-6 triggers IR and T2DM through
inflammatory processes via differentiation, migration, proliferation,
and cell apoptosis. IL6 has detrimental impact by raising circulatory
Free Fatty Acids (FFAs) and reducing the concentration of
adiponectin [25]. The free unsaturated fats elevated by glucotoxicity
and lipotoxicity in the islets and further raised TNF-a and IL-6
provoking impairment in islet cell function, lead to vicious cycle of
inflammation [26]. Another proinflammatory, multi-potential cytokine
TNF-a [25] level investigated, it initiates IAPP gene expression in
murine pancreatic ß cells model and furthermore triggers IAPP
through various stimulating pathways [27].
The present innovative analysis meant to measure the association
of circulatory level of IAPP/amylin with inflammatory biomarkers in
T2DM; these observations offer the novel target to drug inventors and
new therapeutic approaches in DM. These findings may assist with
comprehension and give additional routes of inflammation in diabetic
condition. Future studies can be planned with more sample size and
considering long term follow-up which will provide better outcome.

Limitation(s)
Association of amylin with inflammatory processes need to be
understood in-depth in such chronic disease and for this purpose
follow-up monitoring from the first day of disease diagnosed to the
disease progression is require for at least five years, which is one of
the limitations of the present study.

CONCLUSION(S)
The present study shows increased circulatory concentration of
IAPP could be better predictor of inflammation and IR in patients
with uncontrolled T2DM. This study reveals the significance of
measurement of circulatory level of IAPP and inflammatory markers
with routine diabetes panel to reduce the ensuing future risk in
diabetic individuals. The study outcome gives new target to treat
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diabetic patients and provide an opportunity to develop novel
treatment paradigms to reduce the incidence of future risk of
diabetes related complications.
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